Planning in four areas of the Vila Viva Program in the city of Belo Horizonte, Brazil: a documentary analysis

Abstract The Vila Viva Program (PVV), a social policy integrated by activities of urbanization, social development and land regularization of Belo Horizonte in Minas Gerais (BH), has its shares planned through the Specific Global Plan (PGE), instrument of local diagnosis and definition of interventions. The aim of the study was the analysis of PGE of four localities in BH occupied in a disorderly manner by low-income population. The PGE were submitted to documental analysis, consisting of preliminary analysis and documents and content analysis, with evaluation of theoretical dimensions: physical environment, social, housing, community and public facilities, which refer to the conceptual model of the Urban Health and Installment Law, Occupation and use of BH soil. All localities were similar in theoretical dimensions analyzed. The participation of the population was provided in all stages of PGE and the major claims in the four locations were: health environment, opening and street paving, expansion of public transport, improvement of health and education equipment and land regularization. The proposal planning of PGE line is consistent with the theoretical reference of Urban Health and, above all, with the inclusive and integrative character of the PVV.
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Introduction

The increase in Brazil’s urban population in recent decades makes debate on the effects of urbanization on people’s lives an important item for the agenda. In Brazil, urbanization has been a challenge. While it demonstrates the process of the country’s modernization, it also presents a strong model of exclusion, above all of the low-income population, that results from social inequality, population growth without urban planning, and low-quality living conditions – with effects on health levels.

A possibility of bringing the living conditions of these groups to a level equal to that of the rest of the city would call for policies and programs of urban planning able not only to promote development but to overcome the unjust and avoidable inequalities of life in the cities. With a view to confronting these questions, specific legisitations and programs were put into effect in Belo Horizonte (BH) starting in the 1970s.

Among the legislation formulated, BH’s Housing Policy, established in the municipality’s Master Plan of 1996, was an important advance in the debate on urban space and adaptation of land use to the social function of ownership, with actions aiming to control increase in population density, taking into account the geological conditions and the infrastructure installed; regularization of land ownership; and actions for urbanization of public spaces.

To conduct the Housing Policy of the municipality, Belo Horizonte’s Urbanization and Housing Company (Companhia Urbanizadora e de Habitação de Belo Horizonte or URBEL) was created in 1983. It assumed the coordination of various programs aiming at recovery and urbanization of shantytowns and disorganized, vulnerable settlements, seeking to guarantee people access to urban goods, services and structure.

One of the programs coordinated by Urbel is the Vila Viva program (PVV) created in 2005. This incorporated the characteristics of a new social inclusion policy of integrated actions of urbanization, social development and regularization of land ownership in settlements, with actions in water and sewerage, construction of houses, eradication of risk areas, removal of families at risk, restructuring of the road system, and creation of parks and sports and leisure equipment. The program also includes social interventions in the fields of health, education, social assistance and productive inclusion, community development, health and environmental education and generation of work and income.

In 2007 it was possible to expand the PVV using funds passed through from the Accelerated Growth Program (Programa de Aceleração do Crescimento – PAC), which aimed, among other objectives, to improve the infrastructure of housing, water services and public lighting in ZEIS regions.

The planning of actions in PVV is oriented by the Specific Global Plan (PGE), which is the official model for an urbanization and planning study used by Urbel for urban interventions in the municipality.

Considering the importance and the centrality of PGE for the conduct of PVV and, consequently, for giving reality to a new format of urban policy the objective of this study was to analyze the PGE of four locations in the municipality of BH, which had been occupied in a disorganized fashion by a low-income population, through the technique of documentary analysis.

The study was oriented by the theoretical reference of Urban Health, understood as a branch of Public Health, which works with a broadened vision of interdependence between the individual and the context in which the individual exists. Thus, it assumes that the characteristics of the place of residence, its surroundings, and also the way in which these are transformed and at what speed have an implication in the processes of health and illness of their residents.

Methods

The study was carried out in 2014 in four locations of BH, referred to as the Zones of Special Social Interest (Zonas Especiais de Interesse Social, or ZEISs) – spaces that have been occupied in a disorganized fashion, by a low-income population, in which the public authority has an interest in bringing order to the process of occupation, through housing programs, urbanization interventions and actions to regularize land ownership, improving the quality of life and integrating these areas into the city.

According to Urbel, BH has 209 ZEISs, with 366,000 inhabitants, or 15% of the city’s population, and occupying 5% of its land area.

Four ZEISs were included in the study. Two are located in the Center-South Region of the city, and for the purposes of codification they are referred to in this study as ZEISs A and B. The other two were identified as ZEISs C and D, and are located respectively in the West and North Regions of the municipality. The choice of these ZEISs was based on the fact that they are occu-
pations that took place between 1920 and 1960, and are long-established presences in the municipality.

The theoretical reference frame orienting our analysis of the data was the Urban Health concept\textsuperscript{1,12,13}.

**The PGE**

The PGE presents a detailed and integrated diagnosis of the town planning, environmental, socioeconomic and legal aspects of the location, with proposals for interventions for risks and problems raised.\textsuperscript{10} From this it is possible to make an analysis of standard’s construction homes, characteristics of the road system and the local sewerage/water system, access and quality of public services offered, geological/geotechnical consolidation’s area and legal and land-ownership analysis of occupations and local social context.\textsuperscript{8,10}

All phases of PGE include community’s participation with the objective of giving transparency in a democratic manner to the process of discussion, analysis, decision on interventions and global evaluation’s of the action. The participation of the population takes place through the Reference Group’s (GR) formation which is made up of community leaders and other residents. The GR aims to accompany the funding application for each intervention represent the community in communications and discussions with public authority, and publish to other members of community all information relating to PGE and PVV.\textsuperscript{8,10}

For maximum actions’ efficiency and resources’ optimization of PGE resources it places the interventions in a hierarchy, based on their importance, feasibility and structural and social impact.\textsuperscript{6}

**Documentary analysis**

The PGEs analyzed were made available by Urbel, and for the analysis of documents the plans were initially classified by year of publication and source. Later, the preliminary analysis proposed by Cellard\textsuperscript{15} was carried out, based on evaluation of five dimensions: (1) the context – this refers to the global social context of the document, of the author and of those to whom it was addressed, considering aspects of the political, economic, social and cultural context; (2) the author(s) – the person or persons who are expressing themselves, and their interests and motivations, also indicating whether they speak in their own name, or in the name of a third party (a group, or institution); (3) authenticity – seeking to analyze the quality of the information transmitted, based on a verification of the source of the document; (4) nature of the text – considering the presentation of the document and the author’s manner of expression; (5) key concept and internal logic of the text – seeking the meaning of words and concepts used, identification of the principal parties, and the development of the argument.

After the preliminary analysis the documents were treated by content analysis, a means of apprehending the content of a message by revealing what is not yet clear, going beyond the manifest content in a search for a deeper understanding.\textsuperscript{16,17}

To orient the content analysis a theoretical systematization was carried out, adopting five dimensions: Physical environment, Social environment, Housing quality, Community equipment, and Public equipment. These dimensions relate to the conceptual model of Urban Health adopted by Caiaffa et al.\textsuperscript{11}, for whom the physical and social environment, and physical housing are closely determinant factors for health. Reference was also made to Belo Horizonte’s Municipal Law on Division, Occupation and Use of Land of the city (Lei de Parcelamento, Ocupação e Uso do Solo de Belo Horizonte, or LPOUS) – in which education, health and leisure correspond to the concept of community equipment. Supply of water, sewerage service, electricity and rainwater collection are defined as public equipment.\textsuperscript{6}

**Results and discussion**

**Preliminary analysis of the PGEs**

The PGEs of the four ZEISs were prepared between 2000 and 2004,\textsuperscript{18-21} coinciding with the phase in which the PVV was planned and brought into being also coincid with Housing Policy of BH, the scope of which included strategies for intervention in occupied areas by low-income population.\textsuperscript{6}

Authorship: the PGEs were prepared by companies contracted by Urbel which, as well as monitoring/inspecting their execution, took responsibility for the conduct and finalization of the document in two areas (ZEISs A and C).\textsuperscript{18,19}

All documents analyzed were made available directly by Urbel, which thus guarantees their authenticity. The approach used varied between
companies but without a negative effect on quality of information or internal logic of the text: in all documents the town planning and environmental, socioeconomic and legal data were present; the integrated diagnosis of error had been made; and the proposals for intervention had been put in hierarchical order\textsuperscript{18-21}.

In general, the town-planning/environmental diagnosis included the items: region’s cartographic updating and geomorphological study.

The latter covered: type of soil, steep slope and risk’s areas. Within the ZEISs, areas with no need for intervention were categorized as ‘established’. Those which should be subject to intervention were categorized as ‘non-established’; and those where physical and geographical characteristics made impossible interventions were categorized as ‘unable to be established’ – where the proposal was their expropriation and allocation to creation of green spaces. Also included in the town-planning/environmental diagnosis were: the road system; spaces for coexistence/leisure; and existing public services such as water/sewerage, electricity, health, education, security, and others\textsuperscript{18-21}.

The socioeconomic diagnosis provided a historical summary of the area that was in the process of occupation; the origin of the initial residents and the present situation and listing of household family data: number of residents in the household, schooling levels of family members, family income, per capita income, employment situation and type of occupation. Another item identified the forms adopted by residents for organization in relation to local community issues. The juridical diagnosis pointed to legal and land evaluation regarding to conditions and restrictions occupation of the existing lands and real estate\textsuperscript{18-21}.

The integrated diagnosis put forward by PGE presented progress in planning and implementation of public programs, since, by comprehending the general aspects of life and physical homes of the population, it became possible for the characteristics and specificities to be considered when deciding the interventions proposed for ZEISs\textsuperscript{11-13}.

The principal key-concept identified, in all the PGEs, was that of community participation. This participation is understood to be a fundamental element in all phases of PGE and in the PVV through the activity of GRs of ZEISs, but was effective only at the stage of ascertaining the demands of community; its effectiveness was low in the other phases\textsuperscript{18-21}.

**Descriptions of the ZEISs**

ZEISs A and B, located in the Center-South Region of BH, contributed to the Region having the largest proportion of population living in ZEISs in the whole of municipality. ZEIS A was characterized as one of the largest areas of poverty in the municipality, and ZEIS B was the largest area of social interest of Metropolitan Region of BH, with more than 46,000 residents\textsuperscript{19,20}.

Occupation of ZEIS C, in the West Region of BH, also began in the 1920s, by people expelled from an occupation area for development of two districts of the capital. People from state’s interior (Minas Gerais – MG), and from Brazil’s Northeast, also took part in the initial formation of its population.\textsuperscript{18} ZEIS D, in the Northern Region of the municipality emerged at the beginning of 1960s and was populated by people from the interior of Minas Gerais State\textsuperscript{21}.

The distribution between genders was similar in populations of all four ZEISs, and the predominant age group was 19 to 39 years old\textsuperscript{18-21}.

Overall, the number of people without formal education was high. Among those with schooling study was only predominantly up to the fourth grade. Per capita income was up to one minimum wage and the main employers were in the surroundings’ areas, in districts with higher purchasing power. Also, the infrastructure found in four ZEISs had similar characteristics, including situations of precarious functionality\textsuperscript{18-21}.

The process of ZEISs occupation of and the general characteristics of the population are examples of how the social and economic vulnerability of a location can impact life conditions – reaffirming the basic suppositions of Urban Health\textsuperscript{11-13}.

**Demands of the ZEISs, and interventions proposed by the PGE**

The main demands of the population, common to all the four ZEISs, related to unhealthy environments – in terms of: availability and/or increase of coverage of services such as water supply, sewerage network, and collection of solid waste including installation of waste bins; and also elimination of undesirable animals and rats, whose presence is to some extent related to the absence of universal basic water treatment services\textsuperscript{18-21}.

The population’s demands also included opening and paving of the streets, and expansion of public transport. It is clear that an action
demanded by the population and/or identified by the technical team, when included in the PGE and duly executed, can have a positive and wide-ranging effect on the living conditions of the population, and not only on one aspect in particular. The population's also included improvements in education, day-care centers and schools up to technical training and qualification levels, strongly linked as they are to generation of employment and income\textsuperscript{18-21}.

Regularization of land ownership, an important concern of the population, was demanded in all ZEISs\textsuperscript{18-21}.

This is a specified aim in the PVV, and if executed in practice, puts into concrete form the objective of the City's Law, a benchmark in Brazilian urban policy regulation. This law is based on full development on the social function of land and urban property, through regularization of ownership and urbanization of areas occupied by the low-income population, with establishment of special rules for town planning, use and occupation of land and building in these areas\textsuperscript{22}.

Among the common claims of ZEISs, widely included in the PGEs were mainly, those related to structural issues such as the road system, leisure and sports areas, treatment of areas at risk, and water/sewerage services\textsuperscript{18-21}.

In some locations, some interventions not demanded by the population were included in the PGE. Examples are action for improvements in education (ZEISs C and D), public lighting (ZEISs B and D), treatment of areas at risk (ZEISs C and D), actions to combat violence and drug trafficking (ZEISs B and D), generation of employment and income (ZEISs B and D), and environmental recuperation (ZEISs A and C). All the Plans also included actions for removal and resettlement of residents, which were not demanded by the population, but presented as necessary for works execution and control of new occupations\textsuperscript{18-21}.

In ZEIS B all population’s demands the PGE were included\textsuperscript{22}. On the other hand, in other areas some demands of population were not included in the PGEs, such as construction of new day-care centers (ZEIS A); improvements in local retail trade (ZEISs A, C and D); and expansion of public transport (ZEISs A and D)\textsuperscript{18,19,21}.

We believe that the principal way of avoiding possible conflicts between the community and public authority at this stage of decision on interventions, which could even enable the emergence and discussion of new alternatives, is related to the conduct of integrated work between the technical team of PGE and population, such as would guarantee effective participation of various players in planning, decision, monitoring and action’s evaluation. Integrated work could favor expanded dialogue on reasons and/or justifications for inclusion, or otherwise, interventions demanded by population or identified as essential by technical group preparing the plan and ensure that the reality experienced by the individuals in their life environment, housing and work would orient collective discussion in the decision-making space\textsuperscript{8}.

Analysis of content of the PGEs

For each of theoretical dimensions adopted, empirical categories were identified: Within the community equipment dimension, the categories of health, education and leisure were specified; within public equipment, categories of water/sewerage services, and electricity; within the housing dimension, standards of construction and the legal situation of households; within the social environment dimension, violence; and within the physical environment dimension, the road system, and risk areas. Figure 1 presents the theoretical dimensions and the empirical categories identified based on the content analysis, highlighting that demands of population and the proposed actions by PGEs run through both.

The theoretical dimensions, anchored on the concept of Urban Health, are in agreement with indications of their conceptual model, in which distal factors – physical, social, economic and overall political features – and proximal factors – urban living and working conditions – can lead to inequities in health. The proximal factors are influenced by distal factors and should be understood as pre-existing characteristics of the daily life of individuals, in which public health can intervene in a direct manner to reduce disparities of social determinacy and improve the population’s processes of health\textsuperscript{11}.

Dimension: Community equipment

The analysis of the category health made it possible to identify that the Unified Health System (SUS) was the main type of service used by the population of the ZEISs, but presented many problems, such as precarious facilities, insufficient physical and human resources, and difficulties of access due to geographical location. In all the areas, the demand for curative healthcare was greater than the demand for health promotion
activities. For the residents of ZEIS B, the basic healthcare in the location was not capable, by itself, of solving the health problems, which demanded implementation of services of greater complexity, in spite of their being made available in other areas of the municipality. According to residents of ZEISs:

The problems related to health go beyond the capacity and competence of the Health Center. The community points to the need to have the health facilities installed within the limits of the Villa, but recognizes that this measure is not sufficient for the final solution of the deficiencies in this area. [...] Basic water and sewerage services, and the unhealthy conditions of a large part of the homes, are the factors that are most prejudicial to the population's health [...] This type of vision made it possible to comprehend that interventions in other public sectors were equally necessary for improvement of the health of a population.

In the education category, in general the residents of the ZEISs had access to primary education; but for preschool education there was an insufficiency of places. There were also shortages in the supply of secondary education and adult education. Other issues related to violence and poverty as barriers were reported as preventing young people and teenagers from going to school:

What was found out was that the issue of education in the area depends on an economic issue, that is to say children who enter the labor market early, either due to violence – in which young people and adolescents enter the world of crime at an early age, or live in the streets, without access to formal education.

In the category of leisure, there was no infrastructure or equipment in the ZEIS, and the practice of sports was limited to games of football in vacant lots. In many people's opinion, leisure spaces should be only for children and adolescents. Other residents when talking about this category said that leisure should not be a priority question for the community:

[...] there seems to be, clearly, a certain type of prejudice against the subject, considering it in principle as irrelevant in light of the serious socioeconomic problems faced by the communities.

The analysis of the community equipment dimension corroborates the statement that, although the supply of these services varies considerably within the urban environment, the socially and economically vulnerable groups who should be the focus for these services are usually the least favored. This finding means there is a need for action to overcome these differences, since the insufficiency and precarious nature of these services provided by the public authority makes it non-feasible for the low-income population to acquire them, due to the cost they represent when offered by the private sector. Thus, the impact on the quality of life of these groups tends to be even more forceful.

The public equipment dimension

In the water and sewerage category, the analysis showed that, in general the supply of water in the ZEISs was broadly available, though some
clandestine connections still existed. The coverage by the official sewerage network was insufficient and precarious, generating blockages and leaks in various stretches in the areas. Open sewers were a common problem in the localities. The rain drainage networks were insufficient to receive the whole of the flow of the ZEISs, also because they were the destination of clandestine sewerage networks and trash tipping, increasing the risk of floods in rainy periods. The garbage collection service did not succeed in serving all the areas of the ZEISs, mainly due to the restriction on road access in certain areas:

In some very narrow streets, the precarious nature of the water/sewerage situation, where open sewer flows and large piles of garbage, is a preponderant factor for appearance and propagation of various diseases. One of the major problems of accumulated garbage is that it provides propitious conditions for proliferation of insects and rodents, which transmit various diseases.

These issues revealed situations of environmental risk and risk of diseases for the residents of these areas.

In the category electricity in spite of the wide coverage of electricity supply in the ZEISs, many families still lived without electricity supply, sometimes obtaining it by clandestine links to the network. As to public equipment, even after the formulation of public policies for expansion of access and coverage, such as, for example the Communities Development Program (PRODECOM), created in 1979, aiming to deal with water/sewerage, electricity and public lighting in the poor areas and shantytowns of the municipality, there was still a lot of progress to be made, principally in relation to the water/sewerage services.

It is a worldwide characteristic that provision of assistance to areas irregularly occupied is differentiated in relation to the type of assistance provided to the formal city. This largely explains the absence, or precariousness, of the services in ZEISs that were researched, generating unhealthy environments, with risks to health and quality of life.

The housing quality dimension

Within the category construction standard, in all the ZEISs there were precarious and unhealthy housing constructions, concentrated in specific areas. Households with lack of ventilation or sunlight, and excess humidity, were not problems exclusive to one single ZEIS:

[... when you look at the environmental conditions, it comes down to a situation of habitability. A significant percentage of homes in the shantytown agglomeration do not have windows in the room, which makes them unhealthy, with effects on the population’s health, principally the children.]

In the legal situation category, in all the ZEISs, the greater part of the homes were classified as irregular occupation, since the residents did not have title of ownership to the site.

In analyzing the housing dimension, in the ZEISs studied, this is a problem of considerable scale, with impacts on the individuals’ wellbeing, in spite of the actions that have been taken for increased access to safe and appropriate housing conditions – such as the Municipal Favelas Program (Profavela), which set the parameters necessary for regularization of the town and legal structure of the municipality’s shantytowns and poor districts, and BH Housing Policy.

Regularization of land ownership stood out as the principal problem in this dimension.

It can be highlighted that such action would provide residents with the security of possession of their homes, and recognition of their addresses, and would complete the process of urbanization, recognizing the people as residents of the area.

The social environment dimension

In the category violence, the main problems identified in the ZEISs were: violence caused by drug trafficking; violence resulting from police abuse of force; and violence related to prejudice, discrimination and social exclusion of the residents. Drug trafficking was the main factor of concern. Situations of deprivation, prejudice and discrimination were perceived as: [...] issues related to the adverse social conditions that lead to an increase in violence. Some residents said that the situations of insecurity, fear and violence that they live through could not be resolved only by activity of the police. For a portion of the population, the role of the police in the location: [...] is seen as one more of the factors that generate violence, and not the solution for it. The population recognizes that Police action is necessary, and indeed important, and argues for it, but at the same time there is a lot of complaint about abusive authority by some policemen, always related to the question of prejudice related to social condition, and often to color prejudice.

Actions to prevent and confront violence need to involve debate with the population about
social problems such as poverty, unemployment, prejudice, and others, seeking joint strategies between residents, the public authority and the private sector for preparation and development of effective and lasting measures that overcome gaps in the public safety policies\(^{25,26}\).

Urbanization, allied to permanent social action that is adequate to the local reality, could be a mechanism capable of reducing local violence – increasing the level of security, based on opening up of dead-end streets and improvements in public illumination and cleanliness\(^{24}\).

In relation to socio-spatial violence, the place where one lives can shape the form of treatment and approach of residents, usually characterized by mistrust and discrimination in shantytowns and similar areas. The action of police in these areas, for example, although indispensable, should be guided by relationship of respect, solidarity and partnership with the community\(^{27}\).

**The physical environment dimension**

Analysis of the *road system* category showed the presence of common problems in the four ZEISs where, in spite of a good connection with the surroundings, the conditions for traffic inside the areas were precarious:

>[...] tiny streets varying in scale, some of them not even wide enough for a handcart, with precarious sidewalks, often consisting only of earth, with discontinuities caused by unorganized occupation, getting thinner at various points. There are situations in which little streets cross private properties (verandas, or under overhangs or buildings)\(^{21}\).

In this situation, the road system of the ZEISs:

... does not do what the community needs in relation to public transport (most of the bus lines are unable to enter the shantytown districts), nor garbage collection, public safety, transport of cargo (mainly building materials), or any emergencies\(^{28}\).

In the category *areas at risk*, in all the ZEISs there were situations with characteristics such as:

>[...] regions with accentuated slopes, which when there is disorganized occupation causes a predisposition to instability in the terrain, causing landslides and erosion\(^{29}\).

The existence of areas incompatible with homes, such as the banks of streams, electricity transmission lines, and steep slopes, also contributes to increasing situations of risk. Finally, deposits of garbage in the wrong places, by the residents themselves, caused:

>[...] damage to drainage lines and networks, mainly due to accumulation of solid wastes (garbage and rubble), generating serious problems of floods in this area, causing serious risks to the community [...]\(^{19}\).

The data surveyed in the PGEs on the physical environment led to the perception that the problem of road systems and risk areas had been little modified by previous initiatives. A plausible justification is that the real estate sector does not have any interest in areas occupied by low-income groups, even temporarily, to generate investments transforming these areas into adequate areas for housing – which would in this case mostly be for people with greater purchasing power\(^{1-22}\).

Looking at this from the point of view of the Urban Health concept, actions specified by public policy can produce changes in the population’s levels of health, since the environment and its context – and relations, culture, economics and social organization – are capable of directly influencing people’s health\(^{11-13}\).

Widening of a thin street, or extension of a road, for example, favors access to essential services, as well as reducing the risk of accidents. Interventions in the road system contribute to reorganization of space, enabling implementation and expansion of coverage of basic services such as water and electricity. A new local configuration can also make a particular location more propitious for construction of health centers, day-care centers, and schools, and creation of spaces for leisure and co-existence.

The treatment of areas at risk is another fundamental factor, since many accidents caused by flooding, landslide, etc., can destroy all the property assets built up by a low-income population – when they do not also cause deaths.

A large proportion of the problems discovered in the ZEISs were shown to be capable of transformation based on a deeper and broader local change, in the direction of what is proposed by the PVV.

Public participation, specified in the *Vila Viva* and in the PGE itself, was reported to be low in the ZEISs that were studied. Issues such as lack of belief in the public authority; desire to leave the area; inconsistency in provision of information; and the feeling that the residents’ participation was not valued, were the main barriers indicated in the PGEs\(^{18-21}\).

Thus, there is a need to highlight the importance of involvement, participation and support by the population in the interventions carried out by the public authority. Even the vast experience and technical capacity of the teams respon-
sible for preparation of the PGE will always depend on knowledge related to day-to-day living in the environment.

As a basis for this question, we have recourse to the concept of the ecology of knowledges proposed by Boaventura Santos, who said that understanding and intervening in the life/territory of a given group requires working together with the group and analyzing, based on the different knowledge stores involved, the relationships established between individuals and the environment – for interventions to be able to originate successfully from a collective. In this collective, there may be superimposition of ideas and stores of knowledge, justified by the choice of certain interventions capable of being much better formulated and executed on the basis of a given type of knowledge. In this logic, for conception, execution and control of programs and actions to be widely participative, involvement of the various types of stores of knowledge becomes fundamental.

The documentary analysis carried out in this study enabled us to recognize that the PVV and the PGE are important strategies of intervention in Urban Health, based on the consideration that public policies, not necessarily in the area of health, can contribute to reduction of socioeconomic inequities and disparities, based on actions to improve the living conditions of vulnerable urban groups.

Final considerations

The analysis of the PGEs enabled us to identify their singular role in proposing an integrated diagnosis that takes into account the living location not only as a physical space but as a socially organized space – in the words of Milton Santos – where historic, social and cultural components operate: a hybrid result of specific and complex articulations in which convergence of multiple factors gives rise to determinants that act in a concrete manner on people's conditions of health.

The approach used by Urban Health, by highlighting the importance of elements such as water/sewerage, housing, diet, safety, education, health, social assistance, transport and leisure, underlines the importance of this social organization of space.

Thus public programs such as the PAC, centered on improvements in living conditions of vulnerable groups are a concrete possibility for reducing inequalities and inequities that are socially produced.

We highlight the fact that this study is part of a wider survey which taking comparative studies in BH and Rio de Janeiro as a starting point, aimed to look at the impacts of social and urban intervention, in the context of actions under the PAC.

We consider that a limitation of this survey is the number of PGEs analyzed in that it could have left out important aspects of different realities experienced in other locations and/or approached in a different way by different companies.

The methodological option in favor of documentary analysis of the instrument of planning of a program with the magnitude and complexity of the PVV should also be pointed out. We believe that this type of analysis makes a valuable contribution in complementing information obtained by other techniques, and also in revealing new aspects of a theme or subject of study, and we can report that this has become very clear during our work with various methodological areas.
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